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IF {  ?plugA isPluggedInto ?socketB . 
        ?plugA hasContact ?contactA . 
        ?socketB hasContact ?contactB . 
        ?contactA hasNumber ?n . 
        ?contactB hasNumber ?n } 
TH  { ?contactA isConnectedTo ?contactB } 
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IF {  ?contactA carries ?signalA . 
        ?contactB carries ?signalB . 
        ?contactA isConnectedTo ?contactB . 
        FILTER( ?signalA != ?signalB )   } 
THEN { Violation “Signal mismatch!” } 
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• Using a Domain Specific Language (DSL)? 
– Internal DSL called Ontoscript 
– Based on coffeescript (~javascript) 
– Idea “adopted” from the Giant Magellan Telescope project [1] 
 
How to build them? 
 [1] J. M. Filgueira, “GMT software and controls overview”,  
       Proc. SPIE 8451, Amsterdam, July 2012, 845111 
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• Currently in operation: 
– 1 PLC 
– 5 subsystems 
– 55 I/O modules 
– 159 PLC Function Block definitions (626 instances) 
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Thanks! 
 
Any questions? 
wim.pessemier@ster.kuleuven.be 
